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ABSTRACT 

A heavy responsibility for ensuring the quality of programs currently rests with progranuners. 
Existing languages do little to reduce this burden. 

Here a new imperative programming language called SAFE is introduced, which is designed to 
facilitate the construction of quality software. It shifts much of the unnecessary responsibility for 
ensuring quality away from the programmer and into the language. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

"You cannot inspect quality into products" 
(Deming, {lj) 

Imperative programming languages do little to facilitate the production of quality software. Some 
even would argue that they hinder the development of good software. The Von-Neumann bottleneck 
and the relatively low expressive power of imperative languages means programs are frequently 
complex, error-prone and difficult to comprehend. Their continued extension, proliferation, and 
prospect for continued popularity poses a major problem for the development of quality software in the 
future. 

Until we have quality tools for development to improve software quality, other efforts such as quality 
management will always be of limited benefit to end product quality. 

Appropriately designed programming languages can make a significant contribution to improving the 
quality of software. Computer science must focus on constructing tools which facilitate building quality 
into software rather than burdening developers with the responsibility for ensuring quality. Unless we 
adopt this philosophy, software engineering will not make substantial progress in the development of 
quality software [2]. 

2. IMPERATIVE LANGUAGES AND SOFTWARE QUALITY. 

n •.. there is no point in making mistakes unless thereafter we are able to learn from them. " 
(£. W.Dijksfra, [3]) 

Despite the great deal of research effort which has been spent on imperative programming languages, 
many serious flaws still remain [4]. From compiler theory to language design, a plethora of material 
has been written concerning the defective features of programming languages. For example, Landin(5], 
Minsky[6], Dijkstra[3], Backus[7], Floyd[8], Hoare[9] and Wirth[lO] have all made strong comments 
concerning the use of imperative programming languages. With the exception of ADA 1 , imperative 
languages are still in a poor state because they have never been designed with quality expliCitly in mind. 
Three factors contribute to the current state of imperative programming languages. 

I An acronym derived from the principle constructive featw-es of the language: Sequence, Assignment, Functions, 
Encapsulation 

1 ADA has failed as a programming language for developing quality software due to its inherent complexity and the 
difficulty in developing a secure compiler. Hoare[9J strongly recommended that ADA be disbanded as the standard 
programming language for military systems as ADA program nul-time security could not be guaranteed. In fact, ADA still 
suffers from many quality problems [4]. M. Lee et al. (eds.), Software Quality and Productivity
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i). Languages are being continuously extended, but not becoming stronger. Design focus has been on 
optimization and featurization rather than rectifying their defects at the most basic levels [7]. 

ii). The problems of imperative programming languages have not been collected in a single 
publication. This suggests a lack of interest in language design from the quality perspective. 

iii). The problems identified have not been structured into a comprehensive framework and directly 
classified according to their impacts on software quality. This has hindered the formation of 
comprehensive views of imperative programming languages, particularly in relation to the production 
of quality software. 

3. SAFE: DESIGN GOALS AND SEMANTICS 

"Everything has been thought o/before the problem is to think of it again" 
Goethe. 

SAFE is an imperative programming language that has been designed specifically to facilitate 
building quality into software. The decision to design this language arose directly from a related study 
pertaining to the development of quality software [II]. The study found, 

i). Programming languages were deficient in supporting the production of quality software. 
Programmers were unnecessarily burdened with a large responsibility for ensuring quality assurance 
during development. These burdens should be shifted to language designers and compiler writers. 

ii). Imperative programming languages are by far the most popular programming languages in use and 
will continue to be so for many years. Given this situation, the most constructive way to develop 
quality software is to design imperative languages that actively facilitate building quality into software. 

Here we present a language which designs out flaws in past imperative languages and thereby 
supports the development of quality software. 

Ideally, we have sought to design an imperative programming language that prevents programmers 
from introducing quality defects in the first place. Because language design can not guarantee to make 
programs quality-defect-proof, we have used a second line of defense: detection of correctness 
violations occurs during compilation and where needed execution. 

With so much water under the bridge, the major problem facing any contemporary programming 
language designer is not just to make an interesting contribution, but making an original and useful 
contribution. Uniquely, our approach has been to focus on language design solely from the quality 
perspective, explicitly concentrating on learning from the past but not being restricted by it, shaving 
existing concepts where needed, removing distinctions which are artificial, creating distinctions worthy 
of separate existence and filling conceptual gaps that are apparent [12J. At the highest level we seek a 
language that not only facilitates building quality into software, but also: 

i). provides an alternative to other imperative programming languages, such as C++, C, PASCAL, 
FORTRAN, COBOL, and MODULA-2, which in the past have not been effective in efficiently 
producing quality software. [4] 

ii). augments the imperative programming with the security, expressive power and virtues of the 
functional paradigm, without producing a PLiI (that is, a programming language which tried to be 
everything for everyone). 

iii). demonstrates that it is possible to design imperative programming languages which facilitate 
building quality into software, simply, efficiently, consistently and coherently. 

iv). demonstrates that an imperative programming language may efficiently exhibit the expressive 
power, computational security and simplicity of functional programs written in functional programming 
languages. 

We do not imply that a language which satisfies these above goals will be the ultimate imperative 
programming language. We do however suggest that our objectives will be an interesting and effective 
starting point for future language research in relation to software quality. 
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3.1. Features of SAFE 

The following features have been included in SAFE because of their contribution to the development 
of quality software. 

• Parameterized profimctions 3 are used to localize the effect of computations associated with each 
statement in language. ALL statements and expressions must be parameterized with respect to their 
inputs and outputs. No statement in the language has the capacity to produce Side-effects as all state 
changes must be specified at the level they occur. 

For example: The following quotient remainder solution has completely parameterised input and output 
variables. In this example, an assignment to either input variables X or D would result in a compilation 
error. 

r, q:= QuotientRemaindcr! do(X, D)[.r, q := X, 0) 

II r~D ~ r, q:= r-D, q+1 

.QuotientRemainder 

• The computational model employed by SAFE is more secure than most conventional imperative 
languages as it traps the execution of statements with undefined (unassigned) variables at compile time. 

• The notion of type restriction provides a powerful yet simple mechanism for the declaration and 
manipulation of data-types. Inheritance, Relational abstraction and Concurrency are consistent and 
natural extensions of the basic declaration mechanism. 

• First class profunction abstractions admit the technique of parameter-hiding, a powerful form of 
information hiding. Parameter hiding tightens data-coupling, increases efficiency, highlights 
information-flow and reduces the number of variables and explicit assignments required by the 
programmer. 

• An efficient style of relational computing is introduced based on access rather than on searching. 

• A powerful high-level programming methodology called Meta-programming is introduced for the 
composition of entire programs into systems rather than just the composition of profunctions into 
programs. Meta-programming is further extended to permit the composition of sub-systems from 
systems to create larger, higher-level systems. 

Enforcement of Modulisation 

The majority of current programming languages provide facilities for the modulisation of abstract 
data-types. Although this may encourage structured programming, programmers still have the 
responsibility for doing so. SAFE however actively encourages software reuse by requiring that only 
user-defined types are permitted within programs and systems. As all data-types must be declared and 
encapsulated within modules, structured programming is enforced. 

Enforcement of Encapsulation. 

The enforced modulisation of SAFE programs would be ineffective without also placing restrictions 
on the content of our modules. The content restrictions on modules are as follows: 

i). Each abstract-data-type must be contained within its own module. 

ii). A constant may only be declared within the module which defines its type. This means constants 
are completely encapsulated. 

iii). Function abstractions (profunctions) may only be declared within modules and not within 
programs. 

iv). Profunctions within modules must take or return one or more variables of the data type defined by 
the module. 

l A Profunction in SAFE represents a parameterised and encapsulated computation that returns the values of one or 
more variables. 
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Furthennore, enforced modulisation and encapsulation: 

i). Encourages software reuse; as programming becomes a strict application of data-types from 
modules. 

ii). Makes higher level composition of programs and sub-systems largely declarative as its focus is 
upon defining data-flows. 

iii). Decreases coupling between executable's and data-types, thereby posi~vely influencing 
analysability, maintainability and testability. ! 

iv). Programming no longer remains a completely creative process where functions, constants and 
data-types may be declared where needed. Instead programming becomes an applicative process of 
using previously declared encapsulated data-types. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The majority of current imperative programming languages still allow programmers to construct 
programs not far removed in quality from those which were written more than a decade ago. SAFE 
offers an alternative to these traditional programming languages. It shifts a significant amount of the 
quality burden away from programmers and into the language. SAFE's unique design philosophy 
focuses upon building quality into software and making it harder for programmers to introduce quality 
defects into programs. 

Its strict seoping and declaration rules enforce structured progranuning, encapsulation and reuse 
philosophies, rather than just supporting them as do traditional programming languages. SAFE also 
manages to augment the imperative programming paradigm with the security, expressive power and 
virtues of languages from the functional paradigm, without producing a PUI. It makes an important 
contribution to imperative programming by facilitating the development of quality software. In 
superseding traditional imperative programming languages, it provides a model for what imperative 
programming could be. 
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